SAFARI NJEMA NEWS LETTER 2006 NO2
Dear Friends and Clients
It is hard to believe that it is the end of June and the time has come to move to
Tanzania. Safari Njema had a good season so far and we had much fun on Safari
in South Africa. First it was Hamilton and Burwell and we hunted in the Free
State of RSA. We took a very nice Blesbuck of 17+’ and some outstanding
Springbuck. This was a safari with a total different scenario as we had snow on
the last day and had a snowball fight.
Then it was up to my most northern concession for Kudu and Gemsbok and
animals generally found in the bush feld. Here a wonderful father and his
daughter Brent and Kristine Nelson were on safari with me. Brent took an
outstanding old Kudu of 54 and a very good Gemsbok bull of 41” While we
hunted Kristine enjoy the pool and waited for us to come back for lunch she then
accompany us on the afternoon hunt. In the evenings we played monopoly and
trivial pursuit or watch the stars while sitting at the campfire we had much fun
and the whole crew grew very fond of them Thanks Brent and thanks Kristine it
was a wonderful Safari.
The last time Chris Webb was on safari with me he fitted under my arm it was
hard to believe that he is bigger than me at the moment (well I think it is true that
they make everything bigger in Texas) John and his son joined me on safari in
the Limpopo province for a hunt for Kudu Eland and Limpopo Bush buck. This
was probably one of the hardest and longest hunts I had on eland. In total we
walked 24hrs and one day spend 9hrs on the track of a big bull. Both John and
Chris shot some Kudu over 53 and John an outstanding Bush buck nearly 17”
Hope all of you are having a good time safe hunting! I’m of to go and hunt some
stuff that can bite scratch and stomp on you so hope fully when I write my next
newsletter I will still be in one piece.
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